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We had a group of 4 volunteers and one dog show up for our second trail work day of 2020.
The group included Leo Couture, Steve Kellet and Andy Thibodeau and Andy’s dog.
The goal for the day was to prepare the 33’ foot bridge on the Head Pond Connector trail for
the installation of the temporary bridge mats that will be used to support the weight of dump
trucks crossing over the bridge.
Leo used a powerful leave blower to clear all of the sand and gravel off the top of the bridge.
Then the crew carried over the pressure treated 2” x 10” x 14’ planks for additional runners on
the bridge. The planks were cut to fit and then fastened down using a nail gun to create a solid
set of runners across the entire bridge deck.
The final step was to measure and mark the locations for the temporary bridge mats. Many
thanks to our volunteers for getting this critical job done. Here are some pictures from the
work day:

Steve gets ready to nail down one of the new runners while Larry prepares the next board
and Leo makes sure Andy’s dog gets some attention.

Larry used his battery powered saw to cut most of the lumber.

The crew poses with all of the new runners in place.
From left to right is Andy Thibodeau, Steve Kellet and Leo Couture.
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Design plan showing where the temporary bridge mats will be installed over the existing
33’ bridge with a center safety deck between the mats to prevent people or ATV’s from
falling in between the mats. The temporary bridge will be removed once reconstruction of
the trail is complete.

